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ABSTRACT
In a project aimed at measuring the optical extragalactic background light (EBL), we are using
the shadow of a dark cloud. We have performed, with the ESO VLT/FORS, spectrophotometry
of the surface brightness towards the high-galactic-latitude dark cloud Lynds 1642. A spectrum
representing the difference between the opaque core of the cloud and several unobscured
positions around the cloud was presented in Paper I. The topic of this paper is the separation
of the scattered starlight from the dark cloud itself which is the only remaining foreground
component in this difference. While the scattered starlight spectrum has the characteristic
Fraunhofer lines and the discontinuity at 400 nm, typical of integrated light of galaxies, the
EBL spectrum is a smooth one without these features. As template for the scattered starlight,
we make use of the spectra at two semitransparent positions. The resulting EBL intensity
at 400 nm is IEBL = 2.9 – 1.1 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 or 11.6 – 4.4 nW m�2sr�1,
which represents a 2.6� detection; the scaling uncertainty is +20 per cent/�16 per cent. At
520 nm, we have set a 2� upper limit of IEBL �4.5 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 or � 23.4
nW m�2sr�1 +20 per cent/�16 per cent. Our EBL value at 400 nm is � 2 times as high as
the integrated light of galaxies. No known diffuse light sources, such as light from Milky Way
halo, intra-cluster or intra-group stars appear capable of explaining the observed EBL excess
over the integrated light of galaxies.

Key words: ISM: clouds � dust, extinction � solar neighbourhood � diffuse radiation �
cosmology: observations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Besides the cosmic microwave background (CMB) also �the other�
extragalactic background radiations from � - and X-rays over ul-
traviolet (UV), optical, near-infrared (NIR) to far-infrared (FIR)
radiation and long radio waves have been recognized as an im-
portant source of information for cosmology and galaxy formation
studies and have been intensively studied by both ground-based and
space-borne telescopes; for a review, see e.g. Longair (1995). En-
ergetically, the optical�NIR and the FIR components are (after the
CMB) the most important ones. The source of energy for both of
them is mainly the starlight, the direct one in optical�NIR and the
dust-processed one in the mid- and far-IR. While already Loys de

� KM, PV, KL and ChL dedicate this paper to the memory of Gerhard von
Appen-Schnur, friend and colleague, who deceased on 2013 February 13.
� E-mail: mattila@cc.helsinki.� (KM); petri@saao.ac.za (PV)

Ch·eseaux (1744) and Olbers (1823) recognized the relevance of the
night sky darkness for cosmology, the optical EBL has remained,
paradoxically, the observationally least well-determined component
so far. This is the consequence of the smallness of the extragalac-
tic background light (EBL) as compared to the much brighter sky
foreground components.

The conventional approach for EBL measurement has been to
observe the total sky brightness and try to measure or model all the
foreground components. Then, after subtraction, what is left over
is the EBL. In this method, because of smallness of the EBL, the
two large surface brightness components, Itotal and Iforeground, must
be very accurately known and, if measured by different telescopes
or methods, absolutely calibrated at <0.5 per cent accuracy which
for surface brightness measurements is hardly possible (Bernstein
2007).

When all or part of the observations are done from ground, the
�rst hindrance is the atmospheric diffuse light (ADL), consisting
of the Airglow (AGL), and the tropospheric scattered light. The
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second large foreground is the zodiacal light (ZL), which remains
a problem with full weight even if the observations are carried
out outside the atmosphere. A very promising approach is to make
the measurements beyond the interplanetary dust cloud. However,
unless a small and accurately positioned aperture can be used, the
light from stars in the measuring aperture enters with full weight and
overwhelms the EBL (Matsuoka et al. 2011). Even if all these nearby
foregrounds had been successfully determined, there remains, for an
observer within the Galactic dust layer, the emission by interstellar
gas and the diffuse galactic light (DGL), the starlight scattered
by interstellar dust. No perfect cosmological windows, completely
free of gas and dust, are known to exist. Besides the acronyms EBL,
ADL, AGL, DGL and ZL we will in the following use also ISRF
for interstellar radiation �eld, ISL for integrated starlight and IGL
for the integrated light of galaxies.

In this paper, based on the results of Mattila et al. (2017), hereafter
Paper I, we present a (spectro)photometric determination of the
EBL using the dark cloud shadow method (Mattila 1976; Mattila
1990). The method utilizes the screening effect of a dark cloud on
the background light. In this method, no absolute measurements or
modelling of Itotal and Iforeground are required. The difference of the
night sky brightness in the direction of an opaque high-galactic-
latitude dark cloud and a surrounding transparent area is due to two
components only: (i) the EBL and (ii) the starlight that has been
diffusely scattered by interstellar dust in the cloud. The three large
foreground components, i.e. the ZL, the AGL and the tropospheric
scattered light, are eliminated. Also any emission by interstellar
gas or dust that is homogeneously distributed in front of the cloud
is eliminated. A sketch shown as �g. 1 of Paper I illustrates the
principle of the method. The method utilizes one and the same
instrument for all sky components and, therefore, does not require
any higher-than-usual calibration accuracy.

The main task in the method is to account for the surface bright-
ness of the dark cloud. For the cloud, and even for its dark core, we
have to take into account a substantial scattered light component.
Such a component, although maybe smaller, is present in any direct
photometric EBL measurement and is not an extra annoyance spe-
ci�c to the dark cloud method only. For ef�cient detection of the
EBL with the dark cloud method it is essential that the dark cloud
has an opaque core, � > 10, and that there are areas with good
transparency in its immediate neighbourhood on sky.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the
method of spectroscopic separation of the EBL from the scattered
light is described. In Section 3 we present our observational re-
sults and error estimates for the EBL intensity in the blue band,
� � 400 nm, and at 520 nm. In Section 4 we discuss our EBL result
in comparison with the IGL (as derived from deep galaxy counts)
and with the � -ray attenuation measurements of blazars. In the �nal
Section 5, we present our summary and conclusions.

The paper has two appendices containing supporting data. Ap-
pendix A describes synthetic spectrum modelling of the Solar neigh-
bourhood ISL; it is used for comparison with the empirically deter-
mined scattered light spectrum in the cloud. Appendix B presents a
survey of possible sources of diffuse light from outskirts of galax-
ies, low surface brightness galaxies and intergalactic stars that could
contribute substantially to the EBL

2 SEPARATION OF THE EBL AND
SCATTERED LIGHT

The observational result of Paper I consists of the surface bright-
ness spectra at the opaque central position, Pos8, and the semi-

transparent positions 9 and 42 in L 1642 relative to the OFF posi-
tions: �I0(�)(Pos8�OFF), �I0(�)(Pos9 � OFF) and �I0(�)(Pos42
� OFF). These spectra represent the surface brightness difference
relative to the mean sky brightness in the transparent surroundings
of the cloud, represented by the OFF positions 18, 20, 24, 25, 32,
34 and 36 (see table 1 of Paper I). The results refer to the corrected
spectra, i.e. outside-the-atmosphere. In the following they will be
referred to, for simplicity, without the superscript �0�. The mean
values for Pos9 and Pos42 will be designated by �I(�)(Pos9/42 �
OFF) and �I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8).

2.1 The components of the cloud spectrum

The following components contribute to the surface brightness dif-
ference �dark cloud minus surrounding sky�.

(A) We designate the isotropic EBL as seen by an observer outside
the Galaxy IEBL(�). It is attenuated by the intervening dust along
the line of sight (LOS) and there is additional light scattered from
the all-sky isotropic EBL into the LOS; (a) towards the comparison
(OFF) �elds we see almost unattenuated LOS EBL; (b) towards the
opaque cloud position, Pos8, we see almost completely attenuated
LOS EBL plus a weak scattered EBL signal and (c) towards the
translucent cloud positions, Pos9 and Pos42, we see moderately
attenuated LOS EBL and a moderate scattered EBL signal. We
designate the modi�ed EBL signal I �

EBL(�). It is discussed in Section
2.1.1.

(B) Light scattered by dust with all-sky ISL plus DGL as a source
of illumination; (a) in the cloud and (b) in the comparison (OFF)
�elds; the spectrum is a modi�ed copy of the ISL spectrum, i.e. a
continuum with Fraunhofer lines and the 400 nm discontinuity.

(C) Light scattered by dust into the LOS with diffuse all-sky
ionized-gas emission as a source of illumination; (a) towards the
cloud positions and (b) towards the comparison (OFF) �elds. The
spectrum is dominated by the Balmer lines. The Galactic scattered
light, including the components under (B) and (C), is designated
ISCA(�) and will be discussed in Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3.

(D) Direct LOS diffuse emission by ionized gas; (a) towards
the dark cloud positions Pos8, Pos9 and Pos42 and (b) towards
the comparison (OFF) positions; the spectrum is an emission line
spectrum dominated by strong Balmer lines plus a weak continuum.
This component is designated IBAL(�) and will be discussed in
Section 2.1.3.

Components (C) and (D) contribute substantially only to the
wavelength slots where the stronger Balmer lines are present. The
observed differential spectrum �dark cloud (ON) minus surrounding
sky (OFF)� can be represented as follows:

�Iobs(�) = �I �
EBL(�) + �ISCA(�) + �IBAL(�). (1)

Notice that while �ISCA(�) > 0, the differences �I �
EBL(�) and

�IBAL(�) are negative since the EBL and the Balmer line con-
tribution are larger at the OFF than at the ON positions.

2.1.1 The EBL signal

We consider �rst the idealized case with an EBL signal only
and fully transparent OFF areas. Then, for an optical depth of
� cl through the cloud, we can write the difference �I �

EBL(�) =
I �on

EBL(�) � I �off
EBL(�) in the form

�I �
EBL(�) = IEBL(�)[e��cl + fsca(�cl)] � IEBL(�) =

= �IEBL(�)[1 � e��cl � fsca(�cl)] =

= �hIEBL(�), (2)

MNRAS 470, 2152�2169 (2017)
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Table 1. Calculated values of the effective
blocking factor h = 1 � e��cl � fsca(�cl) for
a spherical cloud of different optical thick-
nesses (diameters) � cl and for isotropic inci-
dent radiation. The errors re�ect the uncer-
tainties of the scattering parameters a and g.
Error estimates in parentheses are based on
the values for � cl = 2�16.

� cl h

0.5 0.18 (–0.03)
1 0.32 (–0.06)
2 0.53 – 0.10
4 0.75 – 0.12
8 0.90 – 0.09

16 0.95 – 0.05
20 0.96 (–0.05)

where fsca(� cl) is the fraction of scattered EBL from the dark cloud
and

h = 1 � e��cl � fsca(�cl). (3)

For a completely opaque cloud, � cl > >1, with non-scattering
dust grains (i.e. albedo a = 0) fsca(� cl) = 0 and the correction factor
is h = 1. For a �nite optical depth and the presence of scattered
light, its value is reduced below unity.

The calculation of h for the isotropic incident EBL and for a
homogeneous spherical cloud has been presented in appendix 1 of
Mattila (1976). Monte Carlo method was used to solve the radiative
transfer problem for different values of � cl (=cloud diameter) and
the scattering parameters of the grains, i.e. the albedo a and asym-
metry parameter g. Using the values a = 0.6 – 0.1 and g = 0.7�0.8
(Mattila 1971), the values as given in Table 1 were found for h. They
refer to the central part of the cloud disc, with an area of 1/10th of
the disc area. Towards the opaque �standard position�, Pos8, with
AV(Pos8)� 15 mag (see section 3 and table 1 of Paper I), the di-
rectly transmitted EBL through the cloud is <10�5, and the scattered
EBL does not in�uence the ON � OFF difference �IEBL(�) by more
than 5 per cent, i.e. the cloud�s blocking ef�ciency is �95 per cent.
Towards the two intermediate-opacity positions, Pos9 and Pos42,
with AV � 1 mag (see section 3 and table 1 of Paper I), the cloud
blocks �30 per cent of the EBL. Towards the OFF positions with a
mean extinction of AV(OFF) � 0.15 mag, the EBL blocking factor
is �5 per cent, i.e. �95 per cent of the EBL signal is transmitted.

2.1.2 Scattered Galactic light

The spectrum of the scattered Galactic light from the cloud can be
represented as the product of two factors:

I on
SCA(�) = �iGAL(�)�GSCA(�), (4)

where �iGAL(�)� stands for the normalized spectrum of the imping-
ing Galactic light; it is normalized to = 1 at a reference wavelength
�0, i.e.

�iGAL(�)� = �IGAL(�)�/�IGAL(�0)� (5)

and GSCA(�) accounts for the intensity of the scattered light as
well as for the reddening (or bluening) caused by the wavelength-
dependent scattering and extinction in the cloud. GSCA(�) is
assumed to be, over a limited wavelength range, a linear
function of �

GSCA(�) = GSCA(�0)[1 + grad × (� � �0)]. (6)

The intensity and spectrum of the Galactic light, as seen by a
virtual observer at the cloud�s location, are a function of the galactic
coordinates, IGAL(�) = IGAL(�, l, b). The radiation impinging at the
cloud�s surface from different directions l, b is multiply scattered
by the dust grains in the cloud, and �IGAL(�)� is the weighted mean
of IGAL(�, l, b) over the sky, with the direction-dependent weighting
function being determined by the scattering properties of dust and
the cloud�s optical thickness.

In Appendix A, a synthetic spectrum of the Galactic starlight
has been calculated by using spectra of representative stars of dif-
ferent spectral classes. The mean ISL spectrum over sky as seen
by a cloud at the |z|-distance of 85 pc, representative of L 1642, is
shown in Fig. A1 in Appendix A. The normalized Galactic spectrum,
�iGAL(�)�, can be assumed to be closely the same for all positions in
the cloud (i.e. Pos8, Pos9, Pos42) as well as for the OFF positions as
far as the strengths of the Fraunhofer lines and 400 nm discontinuity
are concerned. The absolute level and the wavelength dependence
of GSCA(�) will be different and this is accounted for by different
values of GSCA(�0) and grad.

For the OFF positions, with AV � 0.15 mag (see section 3 and
table 1 of Paper I), the scattered Galactic light can be calculated
using the optically thin approximation:

I off
SCA(�) = CN × �off (�) × �iGAL(�)�. (7)

The absolute level is normalized using the factor CN so that at
555 nm I off

SCA(�) = 3.34 ×10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 . This value
has been determined using the intermediate band photometry at
555 nm combined with ISOPHOT1 200 µm absolute surface pho-
tometry (see appendix C of Paper I). The wavelength dependence
of extinction has been adopted from Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis
(1989). The albedo of the dust has been taken to be constant over
the wavelength range considered in this paper; this is justi�ed by
the results of Laureijs, Mattila & Schnur (1987). Because � off(�)
increases towards shorter wavelengths, I off

SCA(�) is bluer than the
integrated Galactic light represented by �iGAL(�)�.

2.1.3 Direct line-of-sight emission by ionized gas

There is an all-sky diffuse light component caused by the widely
distributed ionized gas. The strongest features in the optical spec-
trum are the Balmer emission lines; in addition, a weak Balmer
continuum emission and other emission lines are present, such as
[O II] 372.8 nm, [O III] 500.7 nm, [N II] 654.8 and 658.3 nm, and
[S II] 671.6 and 673.1 nm (Brandt & Draine 2012; Lehtinen & Mat-
tila 2013). The Balmer lines are present as strong absorption lines
in the ISL spectrum (see Fig. A1 of Appendix A). They could, in
principle, serve as good measures of the dark cloud�s scattered ISL
if there were not the emission lines from the ionized gas. The cor-
rections for H � and H � are so large that these lines have to be
excluded from the scattered light separation analysis. However, the
Balmer emission lines at � < 400 nm, H 	, H8, H9 and H10 are much
weaker and cause only small corrections to the ISL spectrum; their
contributions can be estimated from H �, H � and H 
 lines using
the Balmer decrement valid for diffuse interstellar gas.

The relative Balmer line intensities have been adopted according
to table 4.2 of Osterbrock & Ferland (2006) for Case B, low-density
limit, Te = 10 000 K. The lines are broadened to �t the observed,
instrumentally broadened line pro�les. The continuum has been
adopted according to Aller (1984), table 4.9, Te = 10 000 K.

1 Infrared Space Observatory.
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Figure 1. The differential spectrum �I(�) (Pos9/42�Pos8). The emission lines in this spectrum are due to the gas located behind the cloud. Besides the Balmer
lines H �, H � and H 
 also the [O II] line at 372.8 nm and [O III] line at 500.7 nm are seen. The line intensities are attenuated by extinction when transmitted
through the dust layer of AV � 1 mag at Pos9 and Pos42.

Table 2. Intensities of spectral lines in the differential spectrum
�I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8) (see Fig. 1). Unit for line areas is 10�9 erg
cm�2 s�1 sr�1 and for peak intensities 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1. The
model �t is given for LOS optical depth of � 1(H �) = 0.90 for Pos9/42. In
the last line is given the derived H � intensity for the background emission.

Line Observed line Model
�������� ������-
Area Peak � 1 Area

H � 112.8 – 2.8 9.8 0.90 112.8
H � 46.1 – 2.8 5.1 1.03 46.1
H 
 18.7 – 3.2 2.4 1.11 23.4
[O II] 372.8 nm 135.0 – 6.9 13.2
[O III] 500.7 nm 20.7 – 2.3 2.2

Derived background H � intensity 227

When using the observed spectrum at Pos9/42 as proxy for the
impinging Galactic light spectrum �iGAL(�)� (see Section 2.2.3 be-
low), the scattered light not only from the ISL and DGL but also
from the all-sky Balmer line (and continuum) emission is included
in it.

Emission by the gas layer in front of the cloud cancels out,
on average, in the differential spectra �I(�)(Pos8�OFF) and
�I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF). The intensity of the direct LOS Balmer line
emission from the background gas, I bg

BAL(�) can be estimated as
follows: Because of the large extinction, I bg

BAL(�) is negligible to-
wards Pos8 and only its contribution at OFF and at positions 9
and 42 has to be considered. Because of the transmitted back-
ground light, the differential spectrum �I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8) shows
the Balmer lines in emission (see Fig. 1). In Table 2, the line ar-
eas and peak values, as obtained from this spectrum, are given for

the H �, H � , H 
, [O II] 372.8 nm and [O III] 500.7 nm lines.
The peak values were derived from the line areas using the line
width of 10.5 ¯ as determined by the spectral resolution. We des-
ignate the optical depth through the cloud at Pos9/42 � 1(�). Then,
the background H � intensity, I bg

BAL(H�), can be calculated from
�I (H�)(Pos9/42 � Pos8) = I bg

BAL(H �)e��1(H�).
The omission of the scattered H � line contribution is justi�ed

because the scattered light intensity at the wavelength of H � is
closely the same for Pos8 and Pos9/42 and thus cancels out in their
difference (see �g. 6 of Paper I).

We have adopted for the optical depth the value � 1(H�) = 0.90,
which correctly reproduces the observed line ratio H �/H � . It is
somewhat smaller than the unweighted mean value for Pos9 and 42,
� 1(H �) = 1.1 – 0.1, but close to � 1(H �) = 0.94 – 0.1 for Pos42,
which dominates by its higher weight in the spectrum �I(Pos9/42�
Pos8). (For the extinction values towards Pos9 and Pos42 see section
3 and table 1 of Paper I.)

In the model �tting procedure, the intensities of the Balmer lines
and Balmer continuum relative to H � intensity are kept �xed
and the whole spectrum is scaled by one and the same factor. At
� > 380 nm the level of Balmer continuum correction is always
� 0.25 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 . Its uncertainty is � 10 per cent,
which means that the correction introduces no signi�cant uncer-
tainty to the EBL determination.

2.2 Model �tting of the observed spectrum of the opaque
position

2.2.1 Cloud geometry

The high-opacity position Pos8 towards the centre of the cloud is
bracketed by the intermediate-opacity positions 9 and 42 on its

MNRAS 470, 2152�2169 (2017)
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Figure 2. Schematic model of the cloud with opaque core embedded in a
partly transparent envelope.

northern and southern side, separated from it by �10 and 7 arcmin,
respectively. It is plausible that the dense core is located at about
half way inside the lower opacity halo that has an extinction of AV
� 1 mag. Then, a layer with AV � 0.5 mag would be located in front
and a layer with AV � 0.5 mag behind of it. Scattered light intensity
from the layer in front of the core amounts to approximately half of
the intensity at the positions 9 and 42. The model is schematically
shown in Fig. 2. Variations on the model will be considered by
placing the core at different fractional depths of d = 0, 0.3, 0.5 and
0.7 from the surface of the cloud.

2.2.2 Model �t using the synthetic ISL spectrum

Synthetic models of the ISL spectrum have been calculated as de-
scribed in Appendix A. In order to test and validate such a spectrum,
we have compared it with the observed mean spectrum for posi-
tions 9 and 42, �I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF) (see Appendix A, Fig. A1).
At these positions, the obscuration of the EBL is small and the
spectral shape is only weakly in�uenced by dust. The comparison
shows that while the overall �t is good for � > 400 nm, there is
a substantial discrepancy with the 400 nm step size: the �observed
minus model� values deviate systematically upwards at � < 400 nm,
i.e. the ISL model predicts a larger step at 400 nm than the observed
one. Such a behaviour cannot be explained by an EBL contribution.
A residual EBL contribution would have an effect in the opposite
direction.

Rather than trying to adjust the model parameters of the syn-
thetic ISL spectrum, we will in the following use the observed
Pos9/42 spectrum to derive a proxy for the impinging Galactic
spectrum.

2.2.3 Model �t using the observed scattered light spectrum

We use the observed ON�OFF spectrum �I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF) to
derive an expression for the �total power� scattered light spectrum,
ISCA(�)(Pos9/42), which will be used as a proxy for the impinging
all-sky Galactic light spectrum, �iGAL(�)�.

ISCA(�)(Pos9/42) = �I (�)(Pos9/42 � OFF) + I off
SCA(�) +

+ h1IEBL(�) + [1 � exp(��1(�))]I bg
BAL(�). (8)

The term for the scattered Galactic light at the OFF positions,
I off

SCA(�), will be estimated below. The moderate contribution by the
EBL signal is corrected for by the term h1IEBL(�), where h1 � 0.32
corresponding to � 1 � 1 (see Table 1). This correction term will
be included into the �nal component separation procedure to be
applied to the opaque position, Pos8, spectrum.

The direct LOS gas emission from the layer behind the
cloud introduces two terms: (1) the transmitted light at Pos9/42,
exp(��1)I bg

BAL(�)(Pos9/42) and (2) the emission towards the OFF
positions, I bg

BAL(�)(OFF). While the former term is known from the
analysis of the spectrum �I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8) (see Section 2.1.3
and Fig. 1), the latter term is not. In equation (8), we have
assumed that I bg

BAL(�) is equal for Pos9/42 and the OFF posi-
tions. Above, we have also assumed that the foreground Balmer
emission is the same towards the cloud and the OFF positions,
I fg

BAL(�)(Pos8) = I fg
BAL(�)(Pos9/42)= I fg

BAL(�)(OFF), and has thus
cancelled out in the differential spectra. While �tting the spec-
trum �I(�)(Pos8�OFF), these approximations can be accounted for
by adjusting the scaling of the Balmer line spectrum; it will be
slightly different from the value found for Pos9/42, I bg

BAL(H�) =
26 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 . We notice that the terms I bg

BAL
and I fg

BAL are important only for the wavelengths of Balmer lines.
For the OFF positions, with AV � 0.15 mag, the scattered Galactic

light can be represented using the optically thin approximation and
the spectrum for positions 9 and 42, modi�ed by a correction for
the optical depth effect, [1 � exp ( � � 1(�))]�1:

I off
SCA(�) = CN × �off (�)

ISCA(�)(Pos9/42)
1 � exp(��1(�))

. (9)

Concerning the normalization factor CN and the wavelength depen-
dence of the optical depth, � (�), we refer to equation (7) above.
Because I off

SCA(�) and ISCA(�)(Pos9/42) depend on each other ac-
cording to equations (8) and (9), their values have to be determined
iteratively. In practice, two iterations were found to be enough.

The observed spectrum �I(�)(Pos8�OFF) to be �tted in accor-
dance with equations (1), (2) and (6) is the mean of the �Master
A&B Mean� and �Secondary Mean� spectra (see section 8 and �g.
6 of Paper I). The spectrum is re-binned with 5-pixel boxcar func-
tion resulting in 0.7 nm bins, closely corresponding to the physical
resolution.

For the �tting procedure, we used the IDL2 programme
MPFITFUN.3 The function MYFUNCT used for the �tting of
�I(�)(Pos8�OFF) is formulated as follows:

MYFUNCT = [p0 + p1(� � �0)]ISCA(�)(Pos9/42) � I off
SCA(�)

� h0IEBL(�) � p2IBAL(�). (10)

The parameters p0 and p1 correspond to GSCA(�0) and grad in equa-
tion (6); for �0 we use 400.0 nm. For ISCA(�)(Pos9/42) and I off

SCA(�),
we use the spectra derived according to equations (8) and (9) from
the spectrum �I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF). The EBL intensity, IEBL(�), is
assumed to be constant over each of the limited wavelength intervals
used for the �tting procedure. For the parameter h0 corresponding to
� � 15 for Pos8, we adopt according to Table 1 the value h0 = 0.95.
The direct LOS Balmer emission will be scaled using the parameter
p2.

Equation (10) corresponds to the geometric model where the
opaque core is located on the near side of the cloud envelope,
i.e. d = 0. As discussed in Section 2.2.1 above, in a more likely
geometric con�guration the core is at an intermediate depth, say
d � 0.5, within the cloud. We have run alternative model �ts with
this geometry in mind. Model-wise, we can peel off the foreground
dust layer by modifying the observed spectrum for Pos8. In the case

2 http://www.exelisvis.com/ProductsServices/IDL.aspx
3 www.physics.wisc.edu/graigm/idl/�tting.html
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Figure 3. Demonstration of the use of the 400 nm discontinuity for the determination of the EBL. The spectrum �I(�)(Pos8�OFF) of the opaque central
position 8 (black dots) is �tted with the Pos9/42 spectrum (topmost blue curve). Different values have been assumed for the EBL to demonstrate how they
in�uence the goodness of the �t. The lower blue line is the mean scattered light OFF spectrum according to equation (9) and the red line the direct LOS
ionized gas emission line OFF spectrum. The model �ts are shown superimposed on the observed Pos 8 spectrum for three values, IEBL = 0 (blue), 3 (red) and
8 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 (green). The residuals observation minus �t are shown at the bottom with the same colour coding. See the text for details.

that the core is located at a depth d within the cloud, the observed
spectrum for Pos8 is replaced by

�I (�)(Pos8 � OFF) � d × �I (�)(Pos9/42 � OFF)

and MYFUNCT is modi�ed as follows:

MYFUNCT =

= [p0 + p1(� � �0))]ISCA(�)(Pos9/42) � (1 � d)I off
SCA(�)

� (h0 � h1d)IEBL(�) � (1 � d + de��1(�))p2IBAL(�). (11)

In the MPFITFUN �tting run, p0, p1 and IEBL are free parameters
that are simultaneously determined by least squares �tting. The
scaling factor p2 for the Balmer emission is determined in a separate
�tting procedure applied to the Balmer lines only, and its value is
kept �xed in the main �tting procedure. The quality of the �t is
judged by the �2 value that results from the �t.

3 RESULTS FROM MPFITFUN FITTING

Promising spectral features for the separation of the scattered light
are the 400 nm discontinuity, the strong Fraunhofer lines H and K
of Ca II at 397 and 393 nm, and the G band at 430 nm. To a lesser
extent the Mg I+Mg H band at 517 nm and the Fe line at 527 nm
can be useful for setting at least an upper limit to IEBL. Balmer
lines H �, H � and H 
 would appear as good candidates because
they are strong in the ISL spectrum (see Fig. A1 of Appendix A).
However, because they are present in the direct LOS ionized gas
emission as well, they do not enable an estimation of the scattered

light. Nevertheless, one can use them to estimate the contamination
effect which H 	 has on the Ca II H line, and H8, H9 and H10 on the
overall mean intensity level at 380�390 nm.

3.1 Results from different wavelength slots

We �rst demonstrate qualitatively that the spectroscopic separation
method is capable of reaching the required sensitivity level of �
1 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 . In Fig. 3, we demonstrate the use
of the 400 nm discontinuity to the determination of the EBL. The
380�440 nm spectrum of the opaque central position 8 (black dots)
is shown together with the Pos9/42 spectrum according to equation
(8). The lower blue curve at �4 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 is
the scattered light spectrum for the OFF positions (equation 9). The
red line shows the correction for the direct LOS Balmer emission
lines.

Model �ts are shown superimposed on the observed spectrum
for IEBL = 0 (blue), 3 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 (red) and
8 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 (green), respectively. The residuals,
observation minus �t, are shown as the bottom-most three curves.
Their deviations from zero level at � < 400 nm re�ect the in�uence
of the 400 nm step size. For IEBL = 0 the step size of the model
�t is smaller while for IEBL = 8 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 it is
larger than the observed one. For an intermediate value of IEBL =
3 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 a good agreement is reached.

In Fig. 4 we demonstrate the use of the H and K lines to the deter-
mination of the EBL. The 390�400 nm spectrum of the opaque po-
sition 8 (black dots) is again �tted with the Pos9/42 spectrum (blue
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Figure 4. Demonstration of the use of the Ca H and K lines for the deter-
mination of the EBL as in Fig. 3. The 390�400 nm spectrum of the opaque
position 8 (black dots) is �tted with the Pos9/42 spectrum (topmost blue line)
for three assumed values of the EBL. The lower blue line is the scattered light
spectrum and the red line the ionized hydrogen emission line spectrum for the
OFF positions. The �ts are shown superimposed on the observed spectrum
for position 8 for three values of the EBL intensity, IEBL = 0 (blue), 3 (red)
and 8 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 (green). The residuals observation
minus �t are shown as the bottom-most three curves with the same colour
coding and with zero level shifted by �5 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1.
See the text for details.

line) for three values of the EBL. The �tted spectra are deciphered in
the same way as in Fig. 3. Comparison of the �tted line depths with
the observed ones indicates that for IEBL = 0 the model predicts too
shallow lines while for IEBL = 8 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 they
are deeper than the observed ones. Again, the intermediate value of
IEBL = 3 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 gives the best �t.

In Table 3 we give IEBL values and their statistical errors, � �t,
obtained from MPFITFUN �tting for seven cases. The wavelength
slots used are given in the second column. The third column gives
the relevant spectral features that are facilitating the separation of
the scattered light from the EBL. The EBL values and their 1�
statistical errors or 2� upper limits are given in the �fth and sixth
column. Systematic errors follow in column 7.

The most sensitive probe is provided by the case where both the
H and K lines and the 400 nm discontinuity are included in the �t.
The �rst result is for the 50 nm wide range, � = 381�432.5 nm,
which includes also the Balmer lines H 
 to H9. The Balmer line
scaling factor is included as a free parameter in the �tting. Its value
is thereby well determined mainly by the H 
 line that is not blended
with other spectral features.

Although all the Balmer lines at � < 400 nm are substantially
weaker than H 
, there may still be a residual effect, especially
because of the H 	 line at 397 nm that is blended with the Ca II H
line. As the second case we have, therefore, made a �t to the same
wavelength range, � = 381�432.5 nm, but excluding all Balmer
lines and thereby also the H line of Ca II.

In the third case even the K line has been excluded and the result
is thus based mainly on the 400 nm jump only. In the fourth case
we use a narrow window, including the H and K lines only, while
in the �fth case only the K line is included.

The error estimates, � �t, as given by MPFITFUN, are seen to
increase while the wavelength window is narrowed down. The
�rst four cases provide signi�cant IEBL values (� 2� detections)

in agreement with each other. In the �fth case the error is too large
to allow an EBL detection.

A �t to the G band alone (Case 6) can be used to set an upper limit
of IEBL � 5.0 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 (2� ). The region 510�
530 nm includes two relatively strong Fraunhofer lines, Mg H+Mg I

at 517 and Fe at 527 nm. The �tting allows an upper limit to be set
to the EBL at 520 nm, IEBL � 4.5 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 (2� )
(Case 7).

3.2 Errors caused by zero-level uncertainties of the observed
spectra

The observational errors of the spectra �I(�)(Pos8�OFF),
�I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8) and �I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF) can be separated
into three categories: (1) the pixel-to-pixel statistical errors; (2) the
error of the zero level, which for �I(�)(Pos8�OFF) is partly statis-
tical and partly caused by the uncertainties of the differential ADL
and ZL corrections; and (3) the calibration errors.

The effect of the pixel-to-pixel statistical errors is taken into
account by theMPFIFUN �tting procedure. The effect of calibration
errors is straight forward and will be added to the errors resulting
from the modelling (see Section 3.4 below).

It has been found in section 8.1 of Paper I that the zero-point
error of �I(�)(Pos8�OFF) is –0.5 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 .
Because the spectrum �I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF) was calculated as the
sum of �I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8) and �I(�)(Pos8�OFF) it is subject to
the same zero-level error as �I(�)(Pos8�OFF). In addition, it has
the zero-point error inherent in the spectrum �I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8).
This error was found to be �– 0.47 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 at
� � 400 nm; and �– 0.63 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 at � �
520 nm (see section 8.1 and table 3 of Paper I). For the spectrum
�I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8), because the positions 8, 9 and 42 have small
angular separations, the ADL and ZL corrections are unimportant
and the error is purely statistical.

In order to investigate the effects of these zero-point errors we
have run the MPFITFUN �tting procedure

(1) for the three cases where a zero-point correction of �0.5,
0.0, and +0.5 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 was applied
to both I(�)(Pos8�OFF) and I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF); and (2) for
each of these three cases we have applied, in addition, a cor-
rection to the spectrum I(�)(Pos9/42�OFF) of �0.47, 0.0, and
+0.47 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 for � = 381�433 nm, or
�0.63, 0.0, and +0.63 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 for � �
520 nm.

The former zero-point corrections change the EBL value by
–0.13 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 . Because this error is partly
caused by uncertainties in the differential ADL and ZL correc-
tions we conservatively assign it as a systematic error. It is given
as the �rst item (� zero) in column (7). The latter zero-level uncer-
tainty causes a statistical error. It amounts to � zero = –0.70 and
–1.20 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 at � = 381�433 and 520 nm,
respectively. It is given as the second item in the sixth column of
Table 3.

3.3 Errors caused by modelling uncertainties

In addition to the observationally based errors there are errors caused
by uncertainties in the modelling. These are the uncertainties of
I off

SCA(�), the scattered light intensity at the OFF positions; the scaling
of IBAL(�), the direct LOS Balmer line intensity; the uncertainties
of the effective blocking factors h0 and h1; and the in�uence of the
wavelength dependence of IEBL.
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Table 3. EBL values from MPFITFUN �tting utilizing different spectral features of the scattered ISL. Statistical errors are given as resulting from the pixel-
to-pixel noise of the spectra (see Section 3.1), the zero-level uncertainty of the �I(�)(Pos9/42�Pos8) spectrum (Section 3.2), and the Balmer line correction
(Section 3.3). Their quadratic sum is � tot. The upper limits given for cases 6 and 7 include also the systematic error caused by the zero-level uncertainty of the
Pos8�OFF spectrum (Section 3.2).

No. Wavelength range (nm) Spectral features Remarks IEBL
a Statistical errorsa Systematic erra

used for �t � �t, � zero, �Bal, � tot, � cal � zero, �model
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1 381�432.5 400 nm jump, H 
, H 	, H � , H9 3.20 0.81 0.70 0.3 1.11 9% 0.13 +18%
�13%

G, Ca II H+K included

2 381�382.5, 385�387.5, 400 nm jump, Balmer lines and 2.54 0.94 0.70 � 1.17 9% 0.13 +18%
�13%

390�396, 398�408, 412�432.5 G, Ca II K Ca II H excluded

3 381�382.5, 385�387.5, 400 nm jump, Balmer lines and 2.54 1.16 0.70 � 1.35 9% 0.13 +18%
�13%

390�392.5, 398�408, 412�432.5 G band Ca II H+K excluded

4 390�399 Ca II H+K H 	 included 3.58 1.42 0.70 0.5 1.66 9% 0.13 +18%
�13%

5 390�396 Ca II K Ca II K only 1.76 1.86 0.70 � 1.99 9% 0.13 +18%
�13%

6 425�432.5, 436�445 G band G band only �5.0 (2� )
0.84 1.91 0.70 � 2.03 9% 0.13 +18%

�13%

7 510�519, 522�530 Mg517, Fe527 520 nm airglow �4.5 (2� )
line excluded �1.80 2.40 1.20 � 2.70 9% 0.84 +18%

�13%

a IEBL and errors are units of 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 except for � cal and �model, which are in per cent of the IEBL value.

3.3.1 OFF-position scattered light intensity

We have varied I off
SCA(�), given by equation (9), by scaling it up and

down by 30 per cent. This corresponds to the extinction uncertainty
of –0.05 mag at the OFF positions. This scaling had no effect on
the derived EBL value. This, at �rst sight, surprising result can be
understood because the spectral features in the OFF spectrum are
the same as in the Pos9/42 spectrum used for the �tting. Thus, the
scaling of the OFF spectrum does not change the strengths (equiv-
alent widths) of the spectral features in the Pos9/42 spectrum. The
spectral separation method is sensitive to the different absorption
feature strengths of the Pos8 and Pos9/42 spectra, and not to their
overall scaling difference.

3.3.2 Balmer line intensities

The Balmer line scaling factor p2 [see equations (10) and (11)]
was determined using the H 
 line. While H 
 itself was included
only in the �rst EBL �t as given in Table 3 it was used to give
the scaling for H 	 included in the EBL determination for the
wavelength slot 390�399 nm (fourth case in Table 3). The statistical
uncertainty of p2, as determined from the �tting of H 
 line was
found to be –10 per cent. This causes to the EBL estimate an error
of –0.5 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 as given as the fourth value
in column (6) of Table 3.

3.3.3 Case of the embedded dense core

Fig. 5 illustrates the case where an envelope layer has been �peeled
off� in front of the opaque core (see model in Section 2.2.1 and
Fig. 2). The core has been assumed to be half way between the front
and back surface of the envelope, i.e. d = 0.5. The spectrum to be
�tted in this case is

�I (�)(Pos8 � OFF) � 0.5 × �I (�)(Pos9/42 � OFF),

and equation (11) with d = 0.5 will be used in MPFITFUN instead
of equation (10). A �t to the spectrum in the interval 380�432.5 nm

with IEBL = 3 × 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 ¯�1 is shown as red line
superimposed on the �peeled off� spectrum shown as black dots.

Somewhat surprisingly, the result for IEBL is the same as for the
case d= 0. Also for the other values, d= 0.3 and 0.7, the same is true.
This result can be understood because the spectrum of the surface
layer, removed in front of the core, has the same Pos9/42 spectrum
that is used in the �tting procedure. This outcome demonstrates that
our �tting results for the EBL do not depend on the geometrical
model, i.e. on the assumed location of the opaque core within the
cloud envelope.

3.3.4 Effect of the cloud�s blocking factor

We have varied the effective blocking factors from their adopted
values of h0 = 0.95 and h1 = 0.32 by –0.05 and –0.06, i.e. by
their uncertainties as listed in Table 1 for � cl 	 16 and � cl = 1.
The maximum deviations of the IEBL value of +18 per cent and
�13 per cent resulted for the parameter pairs h0 = 1.0, h1 = 0.26
and h0 = 0.90, h1 = 0.38, respectively.

3.3.5 Effect of the EBL spectral shape

We have �nally tested the effect of a non-constant IEBL(�) spec-
trum. We assume a linear dependence with wavelength of the form
IEBL(�) = IEBL(400 nm)[1 + C(� � 400 nm)] and with a large gra-
dient, C = +0.5 and �0.5 per 100 nm, respectively. For these two
extreme gradients the resulting IEBL values for the second case in
Table 3 differed by � –3 per cent. The effect on the other IEBL(�)
values in Table 3, covering the same or smaller wavelength range,
is equal or smaller than this.

3.4 The EBL results at 400 and 520 nm

In Table 3 the �rst two EBL estimates are based on the same wave-
length slot, � = 381�432.5 nm, one with and the other without the
Balmer lines. The two IEBL values are not independent. The good
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